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The phoswich neu位ondetector was compl巴ted組 dexperiments were made to measure neturon spec佐umina neu-
柱。nand proton mixed radiation field. The phoswich n巴u甘ondetector has been improved for high-en巴rgeticneutron 
measurement onboard arrcrafts and spac巴crafts.百ledetector is composed of a harmless and biodegrable liquid scintil-
lator，且 slowplastic scintillator and a short photomultip1ier tub巴.Apuls巴shap巴isc叩turedwith data acquisition boぽd.
To confirm col!ected signal and define particle discrimination p紅 arueter，a pulse shap巴isalso acquir吋 wi出 adigital 
stor且geoscilloscope. 

~Y1VO~S:neuù・'on，proton， phoswich detecωr， particle diおcrimination，pulse shape， liquid scintillator， plastic 

scintil.如何photomultipliertube， aircrajt， spacecraft 

tron to over 100 Me V by using two匂rpesof the neutron de-
tectors. One is社lebonner ba11 spectrometer for neutron m巴a-

surement仕'Omthermal neutron to a few Me V， and the other is 
出ephoswich neutron det巴ctorfor neutron measurement from 

a few Me V to over 100 Me V. 

Fig. 1 Particle dose equivalent at high altitude calculat巴dwith 
LillN20001) 

百1βphoswichneutron detector and th巴 dataacquisition 
system are installed in the measurement box， as show in Fig.2. 
InFigムtheupper and lower pieces of白巴 measurementbox 

consist of the data acquisition unit and the neutron det巴ctor
unit， respectively.τ'he detector unit is fasten to白eml巴asure-

mentbox.τ'he system power is supplied企oman aircraft out-

let or a rechargeable battery. 官ledet巴ctorconsists of two 
types of scintillator and a photomultiplier tube as shown in 

Fig.3.τ¥.¥'0 different decay-time scitillators are used to distin四
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II. 

Radiation protection inside a large human spacecraft and in 
姐 airplan巴isnecessary for aircrews and astronauts. Particle 

dose equivalentほ higha1tidude was calculated with LUIN-
2000 c'Ode，l) as shown in Fig.l. N巴utronindicates large part 

of dose equivalent wi出atrans-pacific aircraft crusing a1ti同de.
Ca1culation shows 3.45μSv/hr at 12 km height above Tokyo 

for tota1 dos巴 equivalentand 1.3μSv/hr for neutron dose 
巴quiva1ent白atc'Overs a1most 40-50%. Neutron is main com-
ponent in radiation巴xposureon these crews.百lOughcharged 

particle data have been measured sufficient1y， limited n巴utron
data has been measured. Neutron en巴rgyspectra at high a1ti-
tude have been measured by using the bonner ba11 spectrom圃

eter2，3) and with ba1100n-borne det，巴ctor.4)Neutron spectrum 

outside spacecraft hitherto b巴enmeasured with COMPTEL，5) 

and neutron dose equivalent in an spacecraft was measured 
with multispherica1 neutron detector during about 100 days.6) 
N巴:utronm開 surementfor radiation protection has never been 

done sufficiently， because neutron instruments are required to 
discriminate neutrons from charged particles in the radiation 
environm巴nt白紙 ishighly complex due to the coexistence of 

charged and neutra1 p訂 ticles. We developed the phoswich 
neutron detector for neutron measurement in由国巴 radiation
巴nvironment.7， 8) Good perfonnance to distinguish neutron 

events from charged-partic1e events， and neutron en巴rgyspec恥

trum in neutron and charged-partic1e mixed radiation fields 
wereobtain巴dby using our dev巴lopedphoswich det巴ctorwith

accelerator beam experiment. It was difficult to c紅 rythis de-
tector in an aircraft， becaus巴出ed巴tect'Orcontains h紅mfulliq-
uid scintillator. In白iswork， we have improved a neutron d巴輔

tector systemωbe able t'O carry the detector in aircrafts easily. 
W巴planto measure血eneutron巴nergyspec加m，therma1 neu-
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guish incident neutron from incident charged-pa凶cleevents 
by using different p凶.seshapes. A neu加 nprodぽ渇sshort 
decay-time sign31， and a proton produces 10ng decay-time sig-
n31.官len即位ondetector r田 a剖 res38 cm 1聞 .gthby 19 cm 
diameter. It ca田 istsof a hollowright circ叫arcyliぽlerof 
pl俗世cscin討llator，EJ・299・139)with the i戚eriorfilled wiせla
liq凶dscinti11atoむRJ・399心6.9)τ'hep1astic scintillator cy胎1-

der is 21.1 cm diameter by 21.1 cm long with a 1.5 cm wall 
世話ckness311紅ound.百leinterior wall is lined wi血a2mm
thick layer of c1ear and co10rless acrylic p1astic to provide an 
inert barrier betw田n也eliquid姐 d出epla組cscintillators. 
τ'he scinti11a加runit is coup1ed to sing1e short photomu1tiplier 
tube with wide dynanuc range. Shock is absorbed by a pres司

sure ring support. In世出work，harmless scin出laめrandshort 
photomu1註plierωbeare used for働組gh-energeticn倒防n
detector. 

Fig.2 Picture of the neu住onmeasreument box， including the 
phoswichn即位佃d巴tectorand the data acquisi姐onbo紅d.

1. Scintillaωrs 

百len間仕ondetector is composed of two typ田 ofscintilla.司

tors with different decay time constants. One is EJ-399・06liq-
凶dscintillator，佃dthe others is EJ-299-13 slow p1astic scin・
世lator，produced by EUEN Techno10gy.τ玄.9)AnEJ-399・06
liquid scintillator provides excellent pu1se shape discrimina-
tionprop巴凶es.官lebasic properties show a1most compatib1e 
to EJ・301，equiv31ent to BC501A scintillator as shown in ta-
ble 1.官出 scintillatoris improved wi血iぉchemic31formu1a-
tion to provide very 10w solvent action and 10w flammability 
ch紅挺 沈eristics.官leimproved liquid scintillator shows great 
advantage about 10w chemic31 toxicity姐 dbiodegradability. 
τ'his scintilla伽 issuitable to measure high-energetic n剖位。n
bycarηing也巴detectorin aircrafts. 

RJ-299司 13has a princip31 slow scintillation d巴caytime of 
approximately 280 ns即.EJ-299・13was formu1ated to be re幽

sistant to the chemic31 activity of the liquid scintillator. EJ-
399-06 and EJ-299-13 have never been attacked each other 
chemically for over 5 years. 

Ho.P'lo.l門o.t.su
photOf'lulilpU&r' 

tuT6' 

Fig.3 Pic伽re(upper) and configuration (lower) of the phoswich 
neutron detector 

Thble 1 Physical prope叫， of 1iquid scintillators， EJ-399-06 and 
BC501A10) 

SP巴:cifications
Light output (% of Antracene) 
Wavelen併lofm眠.emi凶 on
Decay time of short component 

Density (g/cm3) 

F1ashpo如t
H:C ratio 

2. Pbotomultiplier tube 

EJ-399-06 
60% 

425nm 
3.5由民

0.9 
13800 
1.61 

BC・501A
78% 

425nm 
3.2 nsec 
0.874 
2600 
1.212 

百lephoもomultiplier旬be(pM司wasmade short， based on 
12.7 cm diameter PMT， R4144.τhe leng世1ofour PMT泊陶

cluding a base， 16.5 cm is 31most one ha1f of也atofR4144 
PMT， 39 cm. Our PMT has wide dynanuc range that 5% pu1se 
line副tykeeps up to 100 mA. But rise time， 4.4 nsec and sig-
na1 width， 10.7 nsec are made worse白血性latofR4144 PMT 
as shown in table 2. Pulse shape discrimination is not effected 
l釘geby worse timing respons巴wi血ourPMT.

国. Data Acquisition 

By di宜erentpu1se shapes， neu佐on佃 dproton events are 
discriminated each other. Charge integration me血odby us圃

ing two di妊erentgates， tot31 and slow gates， has been used 
for particle discrimination with也巴phoswichde飽ctor.12)百出

method shows a good performance of pulse shape discrimina-
tion.In白iswork， new method has been tried to cap加工esign31
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proton p凶seshapes were m巴asuredat白eNIRS-cyc1otronl5) 
and HIMAC16) in吐1巴NationalInstitute of Radiological Sci-

enc巴s(NIRS)， Chiba， Japan. Neutrons were produced by出巴

bombarding of 70阻 d160 M巴Vprotons on a full-stopping 
length graphite target， 4 cm and 13 cm， atせleNIRS-cyc1otron 
and the HIMAC， respectively. As HIMAC experimentヲ血ede-
tector was placed at 2.3 m downstream from a target and pro幽

ton beam intensity was m巴asuredωb巴1.2X 108 (protons/sec). 
Proton beam intensity was decreased to about 1 x 103 (pro同

tonlsec) in order to irradiat巴protonb巴amto也edetector di-
rectly. Proton energies were dec巴lerat巴dwi白 analumi凶um
plate，仕om50 to 150 MeV. On proton measurem巴nts，a 3 
mm社llckp1astic scintillator is placed at the upstream of白e
phoswich detector to trigger proωn巴vent.After neutron and 
proton pulse shapes were captured with different pulse h巴ights
and different incident proton energis， respetively， thes巴signals
were norrna1iz巴dat peak pulse height， as shown in Fig.4.百le
仕rresholdlevels for neutron signal were s巴:ttobe帽1.2，-1.8， 
-2.4阻d-2.7 V. Incident proton energies w巴redecelerated to 
be 74， 92， 107， 121， 134佃 d139 Me V. Trigger time of these 
signals is adjusted to show same time at a signa1 voltage，帽0.2
v. 

I'able 2針。pぽ匂rof photomultiplier tube， PMTll) 

Specifications our PMT R4144 

Leng廿1 16.5 cm 39 cm 
Rise time 1.5 ns配 4.4nsec 

Signal width 3.75 nsec 10.7 nsec 
Gain 1.5 x 106 1.6 X 106 

2% puls巴1inearity 100 mA 160 mA 

directly from白巴 neutrond巴tectorby using a digital storage 
osilloscope 1めandthe data acquisition board for onboard mea-
surem巴ntwhere a fast ADC is installed. This method shows 
great advantage of taking out白巴 maximumamount of infor-
mation from白巴 neutrondetector.百llSincr巴asescount rat巴
providing sucessful discrillUnation and has no dead tim巴in出e
traditiona1 sense because detect巴devents can be住aceduring 
samp1ing p巴riod.For dead time of出ism巴出od，it is consid-
ered仕latconversion data are sent to a storage medium. This 
m巴thodprovides巴asymeasurement system for signal from 
the scintillator， b巴causeit is unnecessary to use comp1icated 
electrical modules. 
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1. Digital oscilloscope 

百1巴digita1oscilloscope (DSO)， DS437413) with bandwidth 

500 MHz was used to identiぢdetectedsignals with our ac問

中 isitionsystem and make PSD b出 er. 官邸 DSOinc1udes 
an ana1og-to-digital conversion (ADC) syst巴m也atsamples 
waveforrn in a read time mode at rates of 2G sample per sec-
ond， equivalent to 0.5 nsec/pt， to 8 bit cod巴.百1巴waveform
traces with 1000 segments each were stored to PC ATA card. 
Signal from仕leneutron detector is divided to白reedifferent 
gain amp1ifiers (10， 50， and 200 mV/div.) to m巴asuresig-
nals of wide dynamic range with good pulse height resolu-
tion.官官印dividedsignals are combined to obtain an original 
signal. 

Fig.4 N巴utronand proton pulse shapes norma1ized at peak va1u巴

(top)， and magnified signa1 tails仕om0 to -0.2 V (bottom) 
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2. Acquisitaon board 

Onneutronm巴asurementon board aircrafts， signals are ac-
quired with a data acquistion board that sample rate is 10 
nsec/pt with 8 bit code. Data acquistion starts with trigger 
level -0.1 V， and pu1se shape is captured every 10 ns田 during
200 nsec with 20 points. For total energy pulse height， signal 
charge is intergrated during 100 nsec. Pulse height and pulse 
shape data are stored in a m巴mory，labelled with a trigger time 
stamp. One event needs to be measurl巴dduring only 1μsec， 
白atinc1ud巴ssimple pulse discrillUnation and data store into a 
memory. Count rate can increas巴over100 kHz， and counter 
in th巴systemcan measure high rate event about 10 MHz. Aι 
t巴rmeasurem巴nt，pulse data is組 alyzedoff line. This sysytem 
has b巴巴nimproved to obtain c1ear puls巴shapeand shows bet-
terPSD. 

Di仔'erencebetween neutron and proton pulse shap巴sshown 
in仕letop of Fig.4 cannot b巴found.But by pointing signal tailヲ

Pllllse Shape 

We demonstrate to discrillUnation neutron events from pro-
ton events. Pulse shapes wer巴capturedby using白巴DSO.官1巴
detector was supplied at白evoltage，司1050V. Neutron and 
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as shown in the bottom of Fig.4，也edifference b巴tweenneu-

tron and proton pulse shapes is observed clearly at血etime， 
100 to 300 nsec elapsed after trigger time. By using白田edif-

ferent pulse height旨， neutron and proton signa1s c組 b巴id四 tト

負巴deach other. 

As pulse shap巴discrimination，甘rr巴emethods are consid-

eredin出iswork.τ'he first is charge integration by using two 

different gates， the second is pulse height level at any p紅tic開

ul釘 timeelapsed after trigger time，佃d白elast is considered 

to fit signa1 to a sum of出reeexponentia1 formulas. We need 

to study particlediscrimination more. 

V. Condus:ion 

官leharmless and compact neutron d巴tectorsystem to mea明

sure neutron energy spectrum on board aircrafts has been 

completed. Neutron and proton pulse shapes captured with 

a digital stor品geoscilloscop巴weredemonstrated to show dif-

ferent signa1 t乱ils.官出 differenceis important to discrimi-

llate neutrons from charged particles. We wi11 measure neu-
tron spectrum at high altitude llext year. 
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